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An intramolecular theory of the mass-independent isotope effect for ozone.
II. Numerical implementation at low pressures
using a loose transition state

B. C. Hathorn and R. A. Marcus
Noyes Laboratories, 127-72, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

~Received 16 March 2000; accepted 8 September 2000!

A theory is described for the variation in the rate constants for formation of different ozone
isotopomers from oxygen atoms and molecules at low pressures. The theory is implemented using
a simplified description which treats the transition state as loose. The two principal features of the
theory are a phase space partitioning of the transition states of the two exit channels after formation
of the energetic molecule and a small~ca. 15%! decrease in the effective density of states,r @a
‘‘non-Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus~RRKM! effect’’#, for the symmetric ozone isotopomers
@B. C. Hathorn and R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys.111, 4087~1999!#. This decrease is in addition to
the usual statistical factor of 2 for symmetric molecules. Experimentally, the scrambled systems
show a ‘‘mass-independent’’ effect for the enrichmentsd ~for trace! andE ~for heavily! enriched
systems, but the ratios of the individual isotopomeric rate constants for unscrambled systems show
a strongly mass-dependent behavior. The contrasting behavior of scrambled and unscrambled
systems is described theoretically using a ‘‘phase space’’ partitioning factor. In scrambled systems
an energetic asymmetric ozone isotopomer is accessed from both entrance channels and, as shown
in paper I, the partitioning factor becomes unity throughout. In unscrambled systems, access to an
asymmetric ozone is only from one entrance channel, and differences in zero-point energies and
other properties, such as the centrifugal potential, determine the relative contributions~the
partitioning factors! of the two exit channels to the lifetime of the resulting energetic ozone
molecule. They are responsible for the large differences in individual recombination rate constants
at low pressures. While the decrease inr for symmetric systems is attributed to a small non-RRKM
effecth, these calculated results are independent of the exact origin of the decrease. The calculated
‘‘mass-independent’’ enrichments,d andE, in scrambled systems are relatively insensitive to the
transition state~TS!, because of the absence of the partitioning factor in their case~for a fixed
non-RRKM h!. They are compared with the data at room temperature. Calculated results for the
ratios of individual isotopomeric rate constants for the strongly mass-independent behavior for
unscrambled systems are quite sensitive to the nature of the TS because of the partitioning effect.
The current data are available only at room temperature but the loose TS is valid only at low
temperatures. Accordingly, the results calculated for the latter at 140 K represent a prediction, for
any givenh. At present, a comparison of the 140 K results can be made only with room temperature
data. They show the same trends as, and are in fortuitous agreement, with the data. Work is in
progress on a description appropriate for room temperature. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, hereafter called paper I,1 it was postu-
lated that a small~ca. 15%! non-Rice–Ramsperger–Kasse
Marcus ~RRKM! effect gave rise to a dramatic effect, th
so-called mass-independent isotope effect, in oz
formation.2–24 Recently, experiments on specific elementa
reaction steps,25–28 in contrast with scrambled system
showed dramatic mass-dependent effects. This dichot
between the behavior of individual recombination steps
of scrambled systems is treated in the present paper, u
the formalism given in paper I. The focus there was
derivation of equations to treat these experiments. The fi
itself, it has been suggested, provides added insight into
verse phenomena, such as stratospheric/tropospheric mi
stratospheric dynamics, oxidative processes in the str
9490021-9606/2000/113(21)/9497/13/$17.00
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sphere and mesosphere, the evolution of an atmosphere
that of Mars and the ancient atmosphere on Earth.29–31

As we have noted in paper I, the difference in physic
terms in this theory of the two types of experiments is tha
the unscrambled experiments only one of the entrance c
nels to form a vibrationally excited ozone isotopomer, su
as XYY* , is accessed, e.g., X1YY→XYY * . In scrambled
experiments XYY* is also formedvia an additional channel
Y1XY→XYY * , since the isotopic exchange reactio
X1YY
XY1Y is extensive under scrambled conditions.
different and mass-specific percentage of the transition s
phase space of the two exit channels, described by a ‘‘pa
tioning factor,’’ is occupied when the access to it is fro
only one channel. This difference in conditions led in t
kinetic scheme to a marked difference in the theoretical
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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pressions in paper I for the two types of experiments.
We describe in the present paper the numerical res

arising from the theory of paper I and compare them w
experiment. Theoretical expressions for several other qua
ties treated there are also calculated and compared with
data. As noted previously, to make the calculations we
RRKM theory, modified to include a small non-RRKM co
rection for the symmetric molecules. For the calculations
scribed in the present paper, we employ in addition a sim
fied model of the transition state, a loose transition st
numerically for the density of states of the vibrationally e
cited molecule and the transition state sum of states.
enrichment results for scrambled systems,d andE, are rela-
tively insensitive to the nature of the TS and a comparis
can be made directly with the body of the data, which are
room temperature. Results for the ratios of individual iso
pomeric rate constants are, however, quite sensitive to
nature of the TS, because of the partitioning factor. Since
loose TS is valid only at low temperatures, the calcula
results~here at 140 K! for the individual rate constants of th
unscrambled systems are compared with the room temp
ture data. They represent predictions for future low tempe
ture data. Further numerical calculations using a model m
appropriate for the negative temperature coefficient of
recombination and exchange rates is in progress.

As discussed in paper I, RRKM theory is used as
zeroth-order theory, with a small perturbation correction
the effective density of states of the symmetric isotopome
ozone molecules, XXX and XYX, as compared with t
asymmetric ones YXX or YXZ.~This correction is apar
from symmetry numbers, which are also included.! A ratio-
nale, in terms of sparsity of states and fewer overlapp
resonances for the symmetric molecules, was describe
paper I. The lifetime of the small and vibrationally excite
ozone molecule, as estimated from the data,32 is of the order
of 3 ps at room temperature, which is also in the neighb
hood ~0.1 to 1 ps! of the time scale expected for some no
RRKM behavior. The ‘‘non-RRKM’’ correction is small~ca.
15%! relative to what such a correction could be, but is lar
in its consequence for the phenomena discussed in
present paper. Its importance is magnified in its effect on
enrichment factorsd and E given later, and is such that
might be difficult to detect in usual thermal unimolecul
reaction rate experiments.

Although we have suggested a non-RRKM origin for t
reduced density of states of the symmetric molecules~a re-
duction apart from symmetry number effects!, we note that
the results described below are independent of the exact
gin of the reduction. There are, also, further experimen
consequences of the suggested origin, described later.

In Sec. II we recall the relevant equations, includi
those for the rate constants of individual reactions as we
an effective rate constantkrec

eff contributing to studies mad
with isotopically scrambled conditions~extensive isotopic
exchange! and so contributing to the theoretical express
for d or E. The expressions are used in Sec. III to obt
equations for the rate constants and for the enrichment.
numerical implementation of the expressions is describe
Sec. IV, applied in Sec. V and discussed in Sec. VI.
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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II. EQUATIONS FOR RATE CONSTANTS AND FOR
ENRICHMENTS

A. Recombination rate constant at low pressures

Most studies of the mass-independent isotope ef
have been made in the low pressure region~three-body re-
combination region! and we focus on it in the present pape
However, to obtain more information on the transition sta
we shall also refer to data for the recombination reaction
high pressures32 and to data on the isotopic exchang
reaction.33–35

The low pressure formula for the rate constantkrec
0,a for

recombination in a reaction channela is, when there are two
exit channels for redissociation of an energetic molecule1

krec
0,a5v(

J
E

E
@Na

†/~Na
†1Nb

†!#re2E/kBT dE/Qa

[
v

Qa
(

J
E

E
Yare2E/kBT dE, ~2.1!

wherev is the deactivation collision frequency in the lo
pressure~low energy! region,r(E,J) is the density of states
of an energetic molecule at energyE and total angular mo-
mentum quantum numberJ,Na

†(E,J) is the number of quan-
tum states in the transition state for entrance chan
a,Nb

†(E,J) is that for the alternative exit channelb, andQa

is the partition function of the recombining pair in channea
in their center of mass frame, and includes the electro
partition function. Forkrec

0,b the expression is the same as~2.1!
but with a and b interchanged. The factorYa[Na

†/(Na
†

1Nb
†) represents a ‘‘partitioning factor’’ between the tw

channels, and is defined to be zero unless at least one o
two channels is open for a given energy and angular mom
tum, i.e.,Na

†1Nb
†>1.

Ther in Eq. ~2.1! does not include a symmetry numbe
When the reaction is X1YX→XYX * , where Y may or may
not equal X, the factorNa

†/(Na
†1Nb

†) becomes 1/2 and the
energetic molecule is symmetric. This factor of 2 can then
absorbed inr which for this case now has a symmetry num
ber of 2.

B. High pressure recombination rate constant

The recombination rate constantkrec
`,a of a reaction in the

high pressure region is

krec
`,a5

1

hQa
(

J
E

E
Na

†e2E/kBT dE. ~2.2!

For reactions such as X1YY→XYY or YXY, there is a
separate rate constant for forming each reaction product.
reaction X1YZ→XYZ when YZ is heteronuclear, when th
transition state in the entrance channel is loose~freely rotat-
ing YZ in the transition state!, the right-hand side of Eq
~2.2! for the high pressure rate constant should be multipl
by 1/2, since only 1/2 of the transition state spec
~X1YZ!† leads to XYZ* , the other half leading to the iso
mer XZY* . If the transition state for this heteronuclear Y
case is not loose, a weighting factor different from 1/2
needed. For example, if 1 and 2 denote the two reac
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9499J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 21, 1 December 2000 Isotope effect for ozone. II
paths in the entrance channel, ther for the vibrationally ex-
cited molecule obtained from entrance channela has ar
weighted byNa,1

† /(Na,1
† 1Na,2

† ) for reaction path 1,Na,i
† being

the number of states for pathi. When the transition state i
loose, this factor reduces to 1/2.

While this factor of 1/2 is not explicitly cited in Eq
~2.2!, it would be used when appropriate in application
When there are two distinguishable isomeric products p
sible, the recombination rate constantkrec

` refers to forming a
specific ozone isotopomer.

C. Isotopic exchange rate constants

Two exchange reactions are X1Y2→XY1Y and
X1YZ→XY1Z when ZÞY,X. When the entrance channe
is denoted bya and the exit channel of this exchange rea
tion by b, the isotopic exchange rate constant was shown
paper I to be, at low pressures,

kex
a 5

1

hQa
(

J
E

E

Nb
†Na

†

Na
†1Nb

† e2E/kBT dE, ~2.3!

whereNa
† andNb

† again depend onE andJ. If the transition
state is loose and if ZÞY, one again multiplies Eq.~2.3! by
1/2. Thev does not appear in~2.3!, and the equation as
sumes that there is no memory, other than the constan
the motionE and J, of the state of the entrance channel
any subsequent dissociation of the molecule.

D. Relation between k rec
`,a

„vÄ`… and k ex
a
„v\0…

As shown in paper I, the value ofkrec
` for the reaction

X1X2→X3 ~v→`! ~2.4!

can be inferred from the rate constantkex for the isotopic
exchange reaction~2.5!,

X1Y2→XY1Y ~v→0!. ~2.5!

For example, when the former is unknown or very uncert
because of some complication occurring in the high press
region where it is measured,32 krec

` can be approximately es
timated fromkex(v→0).

From Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!, neglecting differences be
tweenNa

† andNb
† in Eq. ~2.3!, we have

krec
` '2kex, ~2.6!

where thekex is measured at (v→0).
Equations~2.2! and~2.3! differ only in thatNa

† in one is
replaced byNa

†Nb
†/(Na

†1Nb
†) in the other. Neither integrand

depends on a density of states of the ozone, for example.
can obtain a more accurate relation by evaluating the spe
expressions forkrec

` and kex, and we have done so i
Sec. V E.

E. Effective rate constants and enrichments in
scrambled systems

For a scrambled system at low pressures the isoto
exchange reactions, e.g.,

X1YZ
Z1XY, ~2.7!
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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where ZÞX, are extensive, and a local isotopic equilibriu
between atomic and diatomic species is readily establish
Reaction~2.7! occurs via a highly energetic intermediate
XYZ* , which can either dissociate to form products of~2.7!
or the reactants, or more rarely be deactivated by collision
form XYZ. We denote the recombination rate constants
form this XYZ by krec

0,a andkrec
0,b , whereb is later defined as

the channel having a diatomic reactant with the higher ze
point energy, say XY,

X1YZ→XYZ krec
0,a , ~2.8!

Z1XY→XYZ krec
0,b . ~2.9!

The rate of formation of XYZ under these conditions
rapid isotopic exchange is

dXYZ

dt
5krec

0,aX•YZ1krec
0,bZ•XY5krec

eff,aX•YZ, ~2.10!

where

krec
eff,a5krec

0,a1krec
0,bKex5krec

0,a1krec
0,b Qb

Qa
. ~2.11!

Here,Kex is the equilibrium constant for reaction~2.7! and
the Q’s are conventional partition functions containing th
zero-point energies. The combination of rate constants
~2.11! appears below, and in paper I, ask6,q6

as 1kq,66
as Kex in an

expression for the isotopic enrichmentd, the superscript
‘‘ as’’ denoting the formation of an asymmetric isotopome
The theoretical expression forkrec

eff,a is simpler, it will be seen,
than that forkrec

0,a or krec
0,b alone, as was also noted in paper

In particular, the ‘‘partitioning factor,’’ Na
†/(Na

†1Nb
†),

present in Eq.~2.1! is absent in the equation forkrec
eff,a ,

krec
eff,a5v(

J
E

E
re2E/kBT dE/Qa . ~2.12!

For thekrec
eff,b , we have similarly

krec
eff,b5krec

0,b1krec
0,a/Kex5v(

J
E

E
re2E/kBT dE/Qb .

~2.13!

In each of these expressions, the domain of the integral
summation is restricted to the region whereNa

†1Nb
†>1.

For the present paper we first consider the enrichm
factor qd where two of the three isotopes are present in tr
amounts, the trace isotope being denoted by Q. We cons
studies of the enrichment in these trace isotopes in the
pressure ‘‘three-body’’ region. We then consider the enric
mentsE of the various isotopomers in heavily enriched sy
tems.

In terms of rate constants and equilibrium constants
the reactions

O1O2→O3 k6,66
s , ~2.14!

O1QO→QOO k6,q6
as , ~2.15!

O1QO→OQO k6,q6
s , ~2.16!

Q1O2→QOO kq,66
as , ~2.17!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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O1QO
Q1O2 ~Kex!, ~2.18!

the rate of formation of QOO, using Eq.~2.11! above, is
(k6,q6

as 1kq,66
as Kex)O•QO, whereKex is the equilibrium con-

stant for reaction~2.18!. The rate of formation of OQO is
k6,q6

s O•QO, the s denoting the formation of a symmetri
molecule. The net rate of formation of an ozone molec
containing a Q isthus (k6,q6

as 1kq,66
as Kex1k6,q6

s !O•QO. Since
the rate of formation of O3 is k6,66

s O•O2, the ratio of reaction
products formed (QOO1OQO)/O3 is @(k6,q6

as 1kq,66
as Kex

1k6,q6
s )/k6,66

s #(QO/O2). The enrichment factorqd is defined
as the QO/O2 ratio in the products divided by that in th
oxygen reactant, minus one, and so, using Eq.~2.12! or
~2.13!,

qd5
2~k6,q6

as 1kq,66
as Kex1k6,q6

s !

3k6,66
s 21 ~2.19a!

5
2

3

(J*~rq66
as 1r6q6

s !e2E/kBT dE

(J*r666
s e2E/kBT dE

21, ~2.19b!

wherer66q
as is the density of states of the asymmetric m

ecule, 16O16OqO, r6q6
s is that for the symmetric molecule

16OqO16O, andr666
s is the density of states for the16O16O16O

molecule, which can only be symmetric. Here,q517 or 18.
There are clearly no partitioning factors in~2.19b!. In
~2.19a!–~2.19b! we have set the various deactivation col
sion frequencies,v, equal to each other for notational bre
ity. However, in the equations we actually use, this appro
mation is not made. As in Eq.~2.19b!, this quantityqd was
expressed in Eq.~2.20! of paper I as a sum overJ and an
integral overE in the ~J, E! integration domain where eithe
Na

†>1 or Nb
†>1.

Turning next to the enrichmentsEi j j , Ej j j , andEi jk in
paper I, we note that the integration in~2.12! and ~2.13! is
over a region whereNa

†>1 or Nb
†>1 or both. In the loose

transition state approximation this integration region cons
of I, II, and III in Fig. 1. A particular case of~2.11! is the

FIG. 1. Description of the contributions I, II, and III to the integratio
region forkrec

0 in (E,l 3) space, for the caseE0,b>E0,a anda>b.
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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k6,q6
as 1kq,66

as Kex in Eq. ~2.19a! for qd, the 61q6 being the
a channel, since oxygenq6 has a lower zero-point energ
than 66.

For Ei j j in general, Eqs.~4.18a! and ~4.18b! of paper I
can be combined to yield

Ei j j 5
~kj ,i j

s 1krec
eff,c!

3k6,66
s K6,j j

i ,6j s21 ~ j Þ6!, ~2.20!

wherec denotesa or b, according to whether thej 1 i j chan-
nel is ana or b channel. Thes is 1 or 2, according asj
Þ6 or j 56, respectively.K6,j j

j ,6j is the equilibrium constan
for reaction~2.5!, when X56O and Y5 jO. Ej j j , given by
Eq. ~4.21! in paper I, is

Ej j j 5
kj , j j

s K6,j j
j ,6j

2k6,66
s 215

v

Qak6,66
s (

J
E

E
re2E/kBT dE21,

~2.21!

wherev, r, andQ are the relevant quantities for thej 1 j j
recombination reaction.

Ei jk for unequali, j , and k is given in paper I by Eq.
~4.26!, where eachkas now denotes the total formation rat
constant for the sum of the two isotopomeric ozones. I
also given by Eq.~4.34! there as a sum and an integral ov
~J, E! space. Once again, the partitioning factor becom
unity throughout.

III. IMPLEMENTATION WHEN A LOOSE TRANSITION
STATE IS ASSUMED

When a loose transition state is assumed for simplic
~e.g., as in ‘‘phase space theory’’! the orbital angular mo-
mentum quantum numberl of the colliding reactants, the
rotational angular momentum quantum numberj of the di-
atomic reactant, and the vibrational quantum numberv of the
diatomic reactant, are good quantum numbers in the reg
of the transition state in the entrance channela. Whenkrec

`,a is
calculated using Eq.~2.2! and a loose transition state is a
sumed, it is convenient to usej and l for the angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers in the sum, instead of introduc
the total~rotational plus orbital! angular momentum quantum
numberJ.36–39However, when there are either two channe
involved in the process, as in Eq.~2.3! for kex, or when the
density of states of the vibrationally excited intermedia
plays a role, as in Eq.~2.1! for krec

0,a , it is necessary to intro-
duce the total angular momentum quantum number,J. In Eq.
~2.3! it is assumed that there is no memory of the~j, l !
values in the initial channela by the outgoing~j, l !’s in
channelb, subject to the constraints of constantE andJ ~and,
conceivably, some other quantum number!. In this case the
sum overj, l , mj , andml is replaced by a sum overj, l , J,
andMJ . The sum overMJ yields (2J11) as a factor.40

For a loose transition state the effective potential for
relative motion of the colliding pair is the sum of an attra
tive potential, written often as2C6 /r 6, r being the separa
tion distance~atom to center of mass of the diatomic mo
ecule!, and a centrifugal potential,l (l 11)\2/2mr 2.36–38

The energy barrier is found, as usual, by locating ther where
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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this sum is a maximum~the bottleneck to the reaction!. The
energy barrierEl ,a

† for channela and that forb are then
found to be36–38,41–43

El ,a
† 5 1

3a@ l ~ l 11!#3/2, El ,b
† 5 1

3b@ l ~ l 11!#3/2,
~3.1a!

and where

1

a
5~6C6ma

3!1/2/\3,
1

b
5~6C6mb

3!1/2/\3. ~3.1b!

To calculateNa
† the sum at a givenJ andE is made over

all the j, l and vibrational quantum numbers,v which satisfy
the energy condition

E>Ej ,a1El ,a
† 1E0,a1Ev,a , ~3.2!

whereEj ,a is the rotational energy of the diatomic molecu
j ( j 11)BD,a , BD,a being the rotational constant\2/2I D,a of
the diatomic molecule in channela. The third and fourth
terms on the right-hand side of~3.2! denote the zero-poin
energy and the additional vibrational energy of the diatom
molecule in channela. A second condition on the expressio
for Na

† is that j, l , and J satisfy the triangle inequality,36

u j 2l u<J< j 1l . Thereby, we can write

Na
†~E,J!5(

j 50

`

(
l 5uJ2 j u

J1 j

~2J11!h~E2Ej ,a2El ,a
†

2E0,a
† !/sD,a , ~3.3!

whereh(x)50 for x,0 and51 for x.0 and where in the
present caseEv,a in ~3.2! equals zero to an excellent approx
mation at room or low temperatures, sincekBT!hn. The
sD,a is the symmetry number of the diatomic molecule in t
transition state forNa

† . For Nb
†(E,J) the a’s are replaced by

b’s.
For the evaluation ofkrec

0,a using Eq.~2.1! it is necessary,
in addition, to calculater. For this purpose the triatomi
molecule will be treated here as a ‘‘near-symmetric’’ top f
simplicity of presentation. Its rotational energyErot is then
given by

Erot5BAJ~J11!1~BC2BA!K2, ~3.4!

whereK<J ~K is the projection ofJ along the body fixedz
axis!, BA and BC are the rotational constants\2/2I A and
\2I C . I C is the smallest moment of inertia of ozone. ForI A

we use the geometric mean of the other two moments
inertia.39

The quantum numberK is either treated adiabatically o
as ‘‘active.’’ In the former case some particular correlation
the initial ~j, l ! must be postulated. In this case theN†’s and
r’s become functions ofK also. In contrast, in theK active
case, ther is calculated by convolution of the number ofK
states and the vibrational density of states, the limits onuKu
being the lessor ofJ and the maximum allowed by the en
ergy condition~3.2!. We denote this value ofK by Kmax.
That is,Kmax is the lesser of

Kmax5J, ~3.5a!

~BC2BA!Kmax
2 5E2BAJ~J11!1D2Evib . ~3.5b!
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
,

c

of

Here,D is the electronic dissociation energy of the triatom
molecule andEvib is the vibrational energy of that molecul
in excess of the zero-point energy. For any givenj and l in
the entrance channel,E itself can be no less than the valu
given in Eq.~3.2!, the excess being the initial translation
energy in the center-of-mass system.

The value ofkrec
` for a reaction~2.4!, i.e., X1X2→X3, is

given by37,38,41–43

krec
` 52~2p/m!1/2~2C6!1/3~kBT!1/6G~2/3!/Qel , ~3.6!

whereG denotes the usual gamma function, andQel repre-
sents the electronic partition function of the O(3P2)
1O2(3Sg) pair, calculated from the energies and degene
cies of the individual electronic energy levels.44 This result is
obtained by using classical partition functions for the tran
tion state region and molecular fragments, when only co
sions leading to the ground electronic state are reactive.
though not used directly in the present calculation, t
analytic formula provides a useful check on the numeri
calculations, agreeing to within 1%, when applied to t
homonuclear X1X2→X3 reactions.

IV. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Three critical quantities are involved in the implemen
tion of the formulas for the rate constants, the sums a
densities of states, the partition functions for the collisi
pair ~which also arises in the calculation of the equilibriu
constants for the exchange reaction! and the collision fre-
quencies. The methods by which these quantities were
tained are outlined below.

A. Sums and densities of states

Molecular densities of states were determined num
cally, making use of densities of states determined for n
interacting modes, and using a convolution to determin
joint density of states,38,39,45,46

r1,2~E!5E
0

E

r1~E8!r2~E2E8!dE8. ~4.1!

In order to accomplish this numerically, the grain sizeDE
5dE was varied until suitable convergence was obtained
the present case a grain size ofDE51 cm21 produced con-
vergence of the numerically calculated PST value to
value which is obtained by a classical evaluation of the h
pressure rate constant. Under this procedure, a densit
states for a single mode is expressed as a vector,r(E), the
components of which are the number of states within
interval (E,E1dE). A grain size smaller than'1 cm21

would not be meaningful, for a molecule with a lifetime of
ps, without invoking uncertainty principle-broadened ener
levels of the molecule and a discussion of isolated vs ov
lapping resonances.47

Vibrational densities of states are obtained numerica
by a direct count of the states. For the vibrational sta
anharmonicities, are not included, and the spectrum fo
single mode is given by

En5~n1 1
2!hn. ~4.2!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The implementation of the convolution integral~4.1! is per-
formedvia a Beyer–Swinehart algorithm.39,48

The rotational density of states for ozone molecules
been obtained by treating the molecule as a ‘‘near-symme
top,’’ 39

E~J,K !5ABCJ~J11!1~A2ABC!K2, ~4.3!

where A, B, and C are the molecular rotational constan
Each~J, K! energy level appears with a degeneracy of (J
11)/s, wheres is the usual symmetry number and is su
ject to the usual restriction2J<K<J. Since the ozone mol
ecules of interest are on the ground1A1 potential surface, no
convolution with an electronic degeneracy is necessary
obtain the total density of states.

For the transition state, the angular momentum c
served states for channelsa and b are obtained by a direc
enumeration of the energy states in each of the two chann

Ea~ j ,l !5 1
3a@ l ~ l 11!#3/21Baj ~ j 11!, ~4.4!

Eb~ j ,l !5 1
3b@ l ~ l 11!#3/21Bbj ~ j 11!. ~4.5!

Each state being assigned a degeneracy of (2J11) and be-
ing restricted by conservation of total angul
momentum,36,37,40

uJ2l u< j <J1l . ~4.6!

The value ofC6 for the atom–diatom interaction is taken
be half that of the O2– O2 collision pair,49 2.78
310278Jm6. The results are not strongly dependent on
exact value of this constant, as in the high pressure limit,
dependence of the rate constant scales withC6

1/3. The vibra-
tional density of states is obtained, as in the case of
molecule, by a Beyer–Swinehart algorithm, with the exc
tion that in the present case the lowest harmonic energy l
is given byD1 1

2hn, to account for the electronic dissocia
tion energy. The total density of states is obtained by a c
volution integral~4.1!, and the sum of states for the respe
tive channels is obtained from the integration over
respective densities of states,

N~E,J!5E r~E,J!dE. ~4.7!

As previously noted, an additional factor of 1/2 must be
cluded, in the case of a homonuclear fragment, to accoun
the symmetry number of the diatomic fragment, but also
the case of the heteronuclear fragment, where half of
phase space represented by the sum of states is correla
each of the two possible products in the recombination.

B. Partition functions

The partition functions for the atom–diatom pairs a
given by a product of rotational, vibration, electronic, a
translational partition functions,44

Q~1,2!5QrotQvibQelecQtrans. ~4.8!

The rotational and translational partition functions are giv
by their classical values44
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Qrot5
kT

sB
, ~4.9!

Qtrans5S 2pmkT

h2 D 3/2

, ~4.10!

wheres is the usual symmetry number,B is the rotational
constant, andm is the reduced mass of the atom–diatom pa

The electronic and vibrational components of the pa
tion function are calculated using the quantum partiti
functions44

Qvib5
exp~2hn/2kT!

12exp~2hn/kT!
, ~4.11!

Qelec51519 exp~2158.5/kT!13 exp~2226.5/kT!,
~4.12!

where n is the vibrational frequency of the diatomic mo
ecule, and the energies appearing in the electronic parti
function are in wavenumbers.44

C. Collision frequencies

We have assumed that the deactivating collision betw
a vibrationally excited ozone molecule and a bath gas m
ecule is governed by a Lennard-Jones-type potential,49

VLJ~r !54eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G , ~4.13!

wheres ande are standard interaction parameters for wh
we have assumed literature values,s53.889 Å and e
5107.3 K.50 The collision frequency is then given by39

v54.8731014A T

1000A 20

mO3,N2

3S s

5 D 2

V2,2* cm3 mole21 s21. ~4.14!

The quantitym is the reduced mass of the ozone–nitrog
pair in amu, which depends on the mass of the isotopes
volved,T is the absolute temperature, and the collision in
gral V2,2* is approximately given by39,51

V2,2* 51.161 45~T* !20.148 7410.524 87e20.7732T*

12.16178e22.437 887T* , ~4.15!

whereT* is the reduced temperature,

T* 5
T

e
. ~4.16!

We also note that in the ratios of third-order rate co
stants required for the calculation of enrichments, the fac
in the collision frequency cancel with the exception of t
square root of the ratio of the reduced masses@as in Eq.~5.1!
below#. This result is consistent with the experimental obs
vation ~Ref. 28! that the ratios of rate constants have a ne
ligible dependence on the nature of the third-body molec
even though the absolute values of the recombination
constants have varied significantly.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Isotopic enrichments

To calculate the various isotopic enrichments and
recombination rate constants the values for the moment
inertia and vibration frequencies of the various isotopom
are needed. The former are known. A formula for the latte
available52 for symmetric isotopomers XYX and XXX. We
have tested it using known values where available,33,53,54and
have also derived an approximate formula for asymme
isotopomers, which we have also tested using kno
values.33,53,54 In each case the calculated and experimen
results agree to within less than 4 cm21, which is quite ad-
equate for our calculation ofr. The formula and tests will be
submitted for publication elsewhere. The calculated isoto
meric vibrational frequencies used in the present calcula
are given in Table I.

Calculated results for isotopic enrichments f
‘‘scrambled’’ systems with large concentrations of hea
isotopes are presented in Table II and Fig. 2 forh51.15.
They are obtained from individual isotopomeric rate co
stants and Eqs.~4.18a!, ~4.18b!, and ~4.26! of paper I. In
order to make a comparison with the existing experimen
data, we have used the ratios of rate constants calculate
low temperature, where the phase space theory trans
state is valid, together with the equilibrium constants fro
300 K, where the experiments are performed. This appr
mation should be valid to the extent that ratios of the r
constants are not strongly temperature dependent, apart
any dependence ofh on T ~more precisely on energy!. We
use a value ofh chosen to fit the experimental data at 300

For the calculation of absolute rate constants the
quencies in Table I are needed, together with the deacti
ing collision frequencies,v. We have used a Lennard-Jon
collision frequency with a unit collision efficiency. It i
worth noting that in relative rate constants and ind the ratio
of collision frequencies is independent of both the tempe
ture and the choice of Lennard-Jones parameters, and
duces to

TABLE I. Estimated vibrational frequencies for ozone isotopomers.

Isotopomer n1 n2 n3

16O16O16O 1104 701 1043
17O17O17O 1071 680 1012
18O18O18O 1041 661 984
16O16O17O 1096 693 1037
16O17O16O 1088 697 1025
16O16O18O 1088 684 1032
16O18O16O 1074 693 1008
17O17O16O 1080 689 1019
17O16O17O 1087 684 1031
17O17O18O 1063 672 1006
17O18O17O 1057 677 995
18O18O16O 1057 677 996
18O16O18O 1072 668 1019
18O18O17O 1049 669 990
18O17O18O 1056 665 1001
16O17O18O 1072 681 1013
16O18O17O 1065 685 1002
17O16O18O 1080 676 1025
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38 ,M

D 1/2

~5.1!

when the mO3 ,M8 denotes them for some isotopomer of

O3,O38 .

B. Individual rate constant ratios

The results for the experimental individual rate consta
for X1YY relative to 16O116O2 are plotted in Fig. 3 versus
the ratios of rotational constants of the diatomic molecules
the two exit channels, prompted by the theoretical mode
the present paper. The straight line there is merely to gu
the eye. Because of correlation of differences in diatom
rotational constants with differences in zero-point energ
and with ratios of reduced masses@all isotopomers obey the
relation of ~a, b! and (E0,a ,E0,b) seen in Fig. 1# the plot in
Fig. 3 could also have been vs the ratio of reduced masse
the two channels, or vs the difference in zero-point energ

TABLE II. Calculated and experimental isotopic enrichments at 300 K a
room temperature.

Isotope
combination Experimenta

Calc.b ~%!
h51.15

Calc.b ~%!
h51

Calc.c ~%!
h51.15

Calc.c ~%!
h51

16O16O16O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17O17O17O 21.8 21.4 21.4 22.2 22.2
18O18O18O 24.6 25.5 25.5 25.2 25.2
16O16O17Od 11.3 12.7 2.4 10.4 0.4
16O16O18Od 13.0 14.5 4.1 10.9 0.9
17O17O16Od 12.1 12.0 1.7 9.7 20.4
17O17O18Od 9.5 10.9 0.7 7.9 21.8
18O18O16Od 14.4 13.1 2.4 9.4 20.8
18O18O17Od 8.3 8.8 21.2 6.6 23.2
16O17O18Od 18.1 18.9 3.4 15.0 0.0

aExperimental data at 300 K are from Mauersbergeret al., Ref. 19.
bCalculated from Eqs.~4.18a!, ~4.18b!, and~4.26! of paper I. The definition
of enrichment is given by Eq.~4.13! in paper I. In order to make a com
parison to the data at 300 K, the rate constant ratios from 140 K were
together with the equilibrium constants at 300 K. This assumption invo
the approximation that there is only a weak temperature dependence o
rate constant ratios.

cAs in footnote b, but the calculated rate constants are those at 300 K.
dEnrichment is for all possible isotopomers.

FIG. 2. Experimental and calculated~using rate constant ratios at 140 K!
isotopic enrichments for scrambled systems heavily enriched in heavy
topes at room temperature, withh51.15.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of the diatomic species in the two channels, which can
shown to exhibit a parallel behavior. The results for the
dividual ratios of rate constants,krec

0 ’s, obtained at 140 K
from Eq.~2.1! are given in Figs. 4 and 5, as well as in Tabl
III and IV. In the tables the results forh51.15 are compared
with those ath51.0. The results represent predictions f

FIG. 3. Experimental rate constants for X1YY reactions, relative to
16O116O2 vs ratio of diatomic rotational constants, e.g.,BD,88/BD,68 for the
16O118O2 reaction. The straight line is a guide the eye. The plot co
equally be made vs differences in zero-point energies or versus differe
in reduced masses in the two exit channels, since all three quantitie
related, as noted in Sec. VI.

FIG. 4. Comparison of calculated and experimental relat
atom1homonuclear diatomic rate ratios,kX1YY /kX1XX , with h51.15. Ex-
perimental results are at room temperature, calculated results for these
of rate constants are at 140 K. The line would represent perfect agreeme
the ratios.
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future data on these unscrambled systems at low temp
tures, remembering thath itself may be lifetime dependen
and hence temperature dependent.

C. Rate constants for symmetric and asymmetric
channels

Most recently, the rate constant ratios for the symme
and asymmetric channels for the reactions involving16O18O
have been measured.27 The experimental rate constant ratio
~compared to16O116O16O! for the symmetric and asymme
ric channels of the16O116O18O reaction are 0.54 and 0.73 a
room temperature, respectively.27,55 The rate constant ratio
we obtain for the symmetric and asymmetric channels, al
at somewhat lower temperatures where phase space theo
accurate, are 0.50 and 0.68, using a factor ofh51.15 for the
asymmetric channel. For the18O116O18O reaction the rate
constant ratios for the symmetric and asymmetric chann
are 0.52 and 0.46, respectively,27,55compared with calculated
values of 0.51 and 0.52. The complete set of specific r

es
re

tios
t of

FIG. 5. Comparison of calculated and experimental relative atom1diatomic
rate constant ratios,kX1YZ /k6166 with h51.15. d, X1XX reactions,s,
X1YY reactions,1, X1XY reactions~sum of both channels!. As in Fig. 4
the experimental results are at room temperature and the calculated re
for these ratios of rate constants are at 140 K. The line would repre
perfect agreement of the ratios.

TABLE III. Relative rate coefficients of atom plus homonuclear diatom
formation channels (X1YY→XYY) at low pressure. Experimental result
are at room temperature, calculated results are at 140 K.

Reaction Expt.a h51.15 h51

16O118O2 /16O116O2 1.5360.03 1.53 1.33
17O118O2 /17O117O2 1.2960.07 1.33 1.16
16O117O2 /16O116O2 1.2360.03 1.31 1.14
17O116O2 /17O117O2 1.0160.05 1.00 0.87
18O117O2 /18O118O2 1.0060.06 1.04 0.90
18O116O2 /18O118O2 0.9060.03 0.93 0.81

aFrom Mauersbergeret al., Ref. 26.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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constant ratios is provided in Table V. The equilibrium co
stants used in obtaining the results in Table II and Fig. 2
given in Table VI.

D. Recombination rate constants for 16O¿16O2\
16O3

Calculated values forkrec
0 and krec

` for 16O116O2→16O3

are given in Table VII, and compared there with experime

TABLE IV. Reaction rate coefficients for ozone formation processes r
tive to 16O116O2→16O3 at low pressure.

Reaction Expt.a h51.15b h51b

16O116O2 1.00 1.00 1.00
17O117O2 1.02 1.03 1.03
18O118O2 1.03 1.02 1.02
18O116O2 0.93 0.95 0.83
17O116O2 1.03 1.02 0.89
18O117O2 1.03 1.06 0.93
17O118O2 1.31 1.37 1.19
16O117O2 1.23 1.40 1.21
16O118O2 1.53 1.53 1.33
16O116O17Oc 1.17 1.20 1.11
16O116O18Oc 1.27 1.28 1.18
17O116O17Oc 1.11 1.02 0.96
17O117O18Oc 1.21 1.22 1.13
18O116O18Oc 1.01 1.01 0.95
18O117O18Oc 1.09 1.06 0.99
16O117O18Oc 1.47 1.28
17O116O18Oc 1.22 1.06
18O116O17Oc 1.01 0.88

aFrom Mauersbergeret al. Ref. 26, at room temperature.
bResults calculated at 140 K.
cThe rate constant which appears here is the sum of both channels, e.g.
X1YZ→XYZ and X1YZ→XZY. Each of the rate constants were dete
mined separately, with the non-RRKM correction only applied to the sy
metric channel, where applicable.

TABLE V. Reaction rate coefficients for asymmetric and symmetric ch
nels of recombination reactions, relative to16O116O2→16O3 at low pressure.

Reaction Expt.a h51.15b h51b

Symmetric products
16O117O16O→16O17O16O 0.51 0.51
16O118O16O→16O18O16O 0.5460.01 0.52 0.52
17O116O17O→17O16O17O 0.50 0.50
17O118O17O→17O18O17O 0.52 0.52
18O116O18O→18O16O18O 0.5260.01 0.51 0.51
18O117O18O→18O17O18O 0.52 0.52

Asymmetric productsc
18O117O16O→18O17O16O 0.49 0.42
18O118O16O→18O18O16O 0.4660.03 0.49 0.43
17O118O16O→17O18O16O 0.53 0.46
17O117O16O→17O17O16O 0.52 0.45
18O118O17O→18O18O17O 0.54 0.47
18O116O17O→18O16O17O 0.52 0.45
17O116O18O→17O16O18O 0.69 0.60
16O116O17O→16O16O17O 0.69 0.60
17O117O18O→17O17O18O 0.70 0.61
16O118O17O→16O18O17O 0.70 0.61
16O116O18O→16O16O18O 0.7360.02 0.76 0.66
16O117O18O→16O17O18O 0.77 0.67

aFrom Janssenet al., at room temperature, Ref. 27. See also Ref. 55 fo
definition of the value ofk used.

bCalculated at 140 K.
cReactions for asymmetric products are ordered in sequence of incre
zero-point energy difference.
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tal values. The observed pressure dependence ofkrec at room
and nearby temperatures is complex,32 but the data at 130 K
are simpler. Calculated results ofkrec

0 andkrec
` obtained using

Eqs.~2.1! and~2.2! are given in the table. One uncertainty
the calculation of the absolute value ofkrec

0 and its tempera-
ture dependence is the value and temperature dependen
v and the efficiency of the deactivating collisions.

E. Exchange rate constants

The results from the application of Eq.~2.3! for the ex-
change rate constant at low temperature are given in T
VII. As Eq. ~2.3! contains no explicit pressure dependen
these results are independent of such quantities as the c
sion rate and the collision efficiency, and can be indep
dently compared to the existing experimental data on
exchange rate. In the present case, the calculated exch
rates are in reasonably close agreement with the experim
tally observed ones at low temperature, indicating that
transition state is well represented by a phase space th
transition state. The disagreement at higher temperature
indicative that the transition state may tighten somewha
higher energies.

F. Calculation of k rec
` from k ex

It is useful to use the very approximate estimate given
Eq. ~2.6! and the experimental value ofkex to obtain a rough

-

oth

-

-

ing

TABLE VI. Calculated equilibrium constants for isotopic exchange re
tions at 300 K.

Reaction Keq Value

16O117O2
17O116O17O K6,77
7,67 1.92

16O118O2
18O116O18O K6,88
8,68 1.85

17O116O2
16O116O17O K7,66
6,67 2.08

17O118O2
18O117O18O K7,88
8,78 1.93

18O116O2
16O118O16O K8,66
6,68 2.16

18O117O2
17O117O18O K8,77
7,78 2.08

16O117O18O
17O116O18O K6,78
7,68 0.96

16O117O18O
18O116O17O K6,78
8,67 0.92

17O116O18O
18O116O17O K7,68
8,67 0.96

TABLE VII. Calculated and experimental rate constants.

k Reaction T ~K! Expt. Calc.

krec
0 a 16O21

16O1N2→16O31N2 130 4c 7.0b

300 0.5c 3.7b

kex
d 16O118O2→16O18O118O 130 5.6e 8.1f

300 2.9e 8.3f

krec
` d 16O116O2→16O3 130 18c 19g,h

300 .4c 18g,i

aUnits are 10233 cm6 s21.
bCalculated from Eq.~2.1!.
cExperimental data from Hippleret al., Ref. 32.
dUnits are 10212 cm3 molecule21 s21.
eExperimental data from Wiegellet al., Ref. 34.
fCalculated from Eq.~2.3!.
gCalculated from Eq.~2.2!.
hEstimated to be 11 from the very approximate Eq.~2.6!.
iEstimated to be 5.8 from the very approximate Eq.~2.6!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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estimate ofkrec
` and compare it with the observed values f

16O116O2→16O3. Only the data at 130 Kappearto be un-
complicated. In applying Eq.~2.6!, the isotopic exchange
reaction used for thekex’s was 16O118O2→18O116O18O.
Experimental and calculated values ofkrec

` are given in Table
VII. The experimentalkex at 130 K, using the formula given
by Wiegell et al.,34 is 5.6310212cm3 molecule21 s21. The
value of krec

` predicted from Eq. ~2.6! is then 11
310212cm3 molecule21 s21 while the observed value at 13
K is 18310212cm3 molecule21 s21.

At 300 K, the thermal data of Hippleret al.32 show com-
plexities not typical in unimolecular falloff behavior. Th
results appear to approach a limit, and then have an upsw
to a higher value with increased pressure. The value ofkrec

`

predicted from Eq. ~2.6! at 300 K is 5.8
310212cm3 molecule21 s21, but the upsweep indicates th
a value higher than 4 will be reached.

VI. DISCUSSION

We note that the recent experiments on the rate const
of the individual channels27 ~symmetric vs asymmetric prod
ucts! validate the present assumption that the addition is
marily ‘‘end on,’’ with very little contribution, if any, to the
products resulting from insertion of an oxygen atom into
O2 bond. ~The current experimental results indicate that
sertion into the bond is less than,1% of the end-on attack.!

As noted previously, the PST transition state utilized
these calculations is quite loose, and cannot correctly
count for the well known56–68 tightening of the transition
state which typically occurs at higher energies, and thu
higher temperatures. At low pressure the recombination
depends weakly on the transition state~via the effective en-
ergy barriers in the exit and entrance channels! and also on
the density of states,r of the ozone molecule and on th
deactivation collision efficiency. To assess better the valid
of the PST transition state it is best to examine the numer
results which are independent of pressure and depend
on the transition state, namely the exchange rates and
high pressure rate constants, Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!.

The data for the high pressure rate constants at h
temperature appears to be atypical in its falloff behavior
bimolecular recombination reactions, and thus, such c
parisons may be suspect. Nevertheless, we include them
as a matter of completeness. At 130 K the high press
recombination rate for the O1O2→O3 reaction approaches
limit of approximately32 1.9310211cm3 s21. This compares
favorably with the numerically calculated value of 1
310211cm3 s21. The corresponding values at room tempe
ture are32 3.9– 4.6310212cm3 s21, depending on the bath
gas collision partner used, and 1.8310211cm3 s21, indicat-
ing that the transition state is somewhat tighter at hig
temperatures, perhaps by a factor of as much as 5. Howe
the room temperature recombination rate data are, as n
earlier, complex.

The experiments for the exchange rates do not con
this complication and thus we can now make a ready co
parison between the experimental and the calculated res
At 140 K, the experimental value of the exchange rate
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16O118O2 is about34 5.2310212cm3 s21, compared with the
value calculated from Eq.~2.3!, 8.1310212cm3 s21. At 300
K, the calculated value is 8.3310212cm3 s21, where the ex-
perimental result is about 2.9310212cm3 s21, indicating that
the transition state may be tighter by perhaps a factor of 3
at the higher temperature. Nonetheless, the results at
temperature show that PST is a good approximation for
energies.

The results of the model for phase space partitioni
together with the non-RRKM correction for the symmetr
molecules, yield several interesting results. In particular
general features of the ‘‘mass-independent’’ enrichments
the scrambled systems are well reproduced by the calc
tion, as seen in Fig. 2. As noted previously, these results
based on the assumption that the rate constant ratios c
lated at low temperature, where PST appears to be valid,
the same as those obtained at room temperature, wher
transition state may be somewhat tighter and PST does
provide its best representation. In essence, this assump
means that the calculated rate constant ratios are assum
have a small temperature dependence over this temper
region, apart from any dependence ofh on temperature.

The highest enrichment, both in the experiment and
the calculations, occurs for the isotopomers which contain
three isotopes,16O, 17O, and18O. The only parameter use
for the figure wash51.15, which was chosen to have th
same value as that in Tables III and IV and Figs. 4 and 5
the unscrambled systems. The importance ofh and the rela-
tive unimportance of differences in zero-point energies~and
diatomic rotational constants and centrifugal potentials! in
their effect on the enrichments,Ei j j , is seen by examining
the striped blocks in Fig. 2: In each case the calculated
richment is small whenh51. That is, the effect of differ-
ences in zero-point energies, rotational densities of states
in centrifugal potentials in the two exit channels is ‘‘wash
out’’ for Ei j j ~and for qd!, since the partitioning effect ha
disappeared: the ‘‘partitioning factor’’ for the scrambled sy
tem is now unity in Eqs.~2.12! and~2.13! for krec

eff,a andkrec
eff,b ,

which appear in the Eq.~2.20! for Ei j j .
The negative enrichment of the17O17O17O and

18O18O18O molecules are also well reproduced in Fig.
These negative values ofEj j j in Fig. 2 for j 57 and 8 are not
due to a decrease inkrec

0 for 17O117O2 or 18O118O2. Indeed,
thesekrec

0 ’s are seen in Table IV to be slightly larger than th
krec

0 for 16O116O2. Instead, the negative enrichmentsEj j j for
j 57 and 8 can be shown from Eq.~2.21! for Ej j j to be due
to a reduced concentration of17O2 and18O2 in the scrambled
mixture, as reflected in the presence of the equilibrium c
stantK6,j j

j ,67 appearing in the first half of that equation. Sim
larly, the appreciably negative values forh51 in Fig. 2 for
Ei j j for i 57, j 58 and for i 58, j 57 are due to the sam
K6,j j

j ,6j appearing in Eq.~2.20!.
The comparison of experimental and calculated res

for the recombination rates for the unscrambled systems
given for X1YY→XYY in Table III and Fig. 4, and the
results for all recombination reactions are given in Table
and Fig. 5. We see that these results show very large m
dependent isotope effects of up to approximately 50%,
contrast with the nature of the enrichment observed in
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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scrambled systems~where the enrichments are typically le
than about 15% and approximately mass independent!. Simi-
lar remarks apply to the more general reactio
X1YZ→XYZ1XZY in Table IV and Fig. 5. In physical
terms, these large isotope effects for unscrambled system
the present model have their origin in the partitioning fa
tors. By comparison with the results forh51, it is seen that
for these individual rate constants the partitioning factor
fect contributes about 50% to the differences inkrec

0 ’s while
the hÞ1 ~1.15 in these tables! contributes the other 50%.

Upon examining Tables III and IV more closely we s
that the various results in these tables can be understoo
terms of Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 we make an estimate thatJ;l ,
which is used only for the purposes of this illustration a
not in the actual calculations. When the diatomic reactant
a lower zero-point energy than the diatomic molecule in
other~exit! channel, the integration is over the regions I a
III in Fig. 1 where in I the partitioning factorYa

† is unity,
while in III it is Na

†/(Na
†1Nb

†). Thus, at low and accessibl
E’s andl 3’s there is a significant contribution from theYa

†

51 region, causingkrec
0,a to be high. Moreover, the diatomi

reactant with a lower zero-point energy also has a hig
moment of inertia and so a higher density of rotational sta
and a higher partitioning factor. Indeed, all three factors,
ratio of the diatomic rotational constants for X1YZ to that
for XY1Z, the ratio of the reduced mass of X1YZ to that of
XY1Z, and the ratio of zero-point energies of XY to YZ, a
all closely related: The first two equalmX(mY

1mZ)/mZ(mX1mY), and the third equals the square root
this quantity. Accordingly, all of these differences in prope
ties of the two channels are related to each other. Effectiv
at low energiesE and at low l 3’s i.e., when region I is
important, the second exit channel is energetically exclu
and so the excited molecule has a longer lifetime. It ha
greater chance to be deactivated, therefore, by collision
so has akrec

0,a ratio higher than unity~in the h51 calcula-
tions!.

In contrast, when the diatomic reactant has a hig
zero-point energy than the diatomic molecule in the ot
~exit! channel, the integration is over the regions II and III
Fig. 1, where in II the partitioning factorYb

† is unity, while in
III it is Nb

†/(Na
†1Nb

†). The region where the relevantYb
†

51 ~region II! is now both in terms ofE and l 3 less acces-
sible, and so now thekrec

0,b ratio is expected to be less tha
unity. These ratios are, in Tables III and IV, all relative
some symmetric recombination reaction~all three atoms con-
sisting of a single isotope!. For this latter reaction, the two
lines coalesce in Fig. 1 into a single line, sinceE0,a5E0,b

and the slopea5b. The exclusive regions I and II have no
disappeared, and in III there is, in effect, a partitioning fac
of 1/2, corresponding to a symmetry number. Thus, the
clusive regions have disappeared and with it have the sig
cant deviations~for h51! of the ratios from unity. The role
of hÞ1 is superimposed on the trends in these two case

We note that the calculated results for the ratios of
rate constants are approximately temperature indepen
when calculated with the loose transition state of the pres
model. Such approximate temperature independence o
rate constant ratios is evident in the results of a similar c
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culation at room temperature, in Fig. 6. In this case it
known, by a direct comparison between the calculated
experimental results, that the transition state is too loose b
factor of 3–4, yet similar trends are observed in the cal
lated and experimental results.

A key factor in Fig. 2 is seen to beh, since the striped
results (h51) show very small enrichmentsE, in contrast
with the black results (h51.15) and also with experimen
The origin of h is attributed in this paper to a non-RRKM
effect, but the calculated results in these tables and figu
are, as noted earlier, independent of the exact origin oh.
The non-RRKM effect we have supposed arises from few
resonance couplings in symmetric molecules where so
portion of the ozone phase space in such molecules is
sumed to be only weakly connected or disconnected from
phase space leading to the exit channels. Thereby, the s
metric molecule has a lower effectiver in Eq. ~2.1! and
hence a lowerkrec

0 . For comparison we have given in Fig.
the enrichment plot forh51.30 for comparison with Fig. 2
whereh51.15.

In summary, we believe that the data for individual r
combination rate constants in Tables III and IV and Figs

FIG. 6. Experimental and calculated~using rate constant ratios at 300 K!
isotopic enrichments for scrambled systems heavily enriched in heavy
topes at room temperature, withh51.15. No attempt was made to readju
h from the value in Fig. 2 to obtain a better fit for this plot.

FIG. 7. Experimental and calculated~using rate constant ratios at 140 K!
isotopic enrichments for scrambled systems heavily enriched in heavy
topes at room temperature, withh51.30.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and 5 are consistent with the above concepts, as are
‘‘mass-independent’’ enrichment results for scrambled s
tems given in Fig. 2. The agreement with experiment is
no means perfect, but considering the various approxi
tions made, we regard it as encouraging.

It is known that loose transition state theory, or pha
space theory, does not agree with the negative tempera
dependence so often seen in bimolecular associa
reactions.56–68 Phase space theory, for example, gives E
~3.6! with its positiveT1/6 dependence~excluding the tem-
perature dependence of the electronic partition function!, in-
stead of the stronger negative temperature depend
found, for example, in the exchange reactions at low pres
@which correspond to the high pressure recombination ra
e.g., as in Eq.~2.6!#. The shortcoming of PST or loose tran
sition state theory is that in the actual system the transi
state moves inward with increasing energy and so with
creasing temperature, resulting in a reduced rate.56–68 The
hindered rotations in the transition state, evolving from
free rotations of the diatomic molecule, play a key role. W
plan to explore this application of variational RRKM theo
in an extension of the present study. We have not discus
pressure12,13 effects, but plan to do so in a later publicatio
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